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Question1:-Which section needs to maintain the vehicle tax register?
        A:-Estt. Section
        B:-Bill Section
        C:-GL Section
        D:-Cash Section
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question2:-Incase of an accident at the earliest or by within how many hours the driver needs to be report at the police station?
        A:-4 hrs
        B:-6 hrs
        C:-12 hrs
        D:-24 hrs
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question3:-What is the percentage of exemption in ticket rates for deaf and dumb?
        A:-25%
        B:-50%
        C:-60%
        D:-70%
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question4:-In case of cancellation of the reserved tickets, the amount refunded back to the customer if he/she cancels the tickets prior what time?
        A:-15 min
        B:-30 min
        C:-45 min
        D:-1 hr
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question5:-What does It meant by two double bell?
        A:-To stop the bus
        B:-To move the bus forward
        C:-To allow the vehicle behind to pass on
        D:-To increase the speed
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question6:-The time frame to pay the price of charger in case of the loss of existing charger?
        A:-One Month
        B:-One week
        C:-Three week
        D:-Before the commencement of next duty
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question7:-What kind of passes is allowed In interstate buses?
        A:-With black pass
        B:-With green pass
        C:-Metal pass
        D:-Pink card pass
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question8:-What should be the first priority of driver in case of an accident?
        A:-Informing at the police station
        B:-Boarding the travelers on the next available bus
        C:-Informing at the next bus station
        D:-Taking the injured travelers to nearest hospital
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question9:-Who is the custodian of luggage box and courier box key during the service?
        A:-Conductor
        B:-Driver
        C:-V/S
        D:-Inspector
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question10:-What would be the order in case of service cancellation?
        A:-ABCD
        B:-DCBA
        C:-BACD
        D:-CABD
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question11:-The ticket refund process come under which section?
        A:-KMVR 89e
        B:-KMVR 89
        C:-KMVR 89c
        D:-KMVR 89a
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question12:-The first and most important document in store
        A:-Local purchase register
        B:-Requisition form
        C:-Issue Note
        D:-Bincard
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question13:-Who is responsible for the custody and maintenance of immovable assets and properties of KSRTC?
        A:-Conductor
        B:-Controlling Inspector
        C:-Depo Engineer
        D:-Security
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question14:-To whom the reports needs to be submitted by the inspectors of ordinary branch?
        A:-Squad I.C
        B:-C.I. (TR)
        C:-C.I. (GL)
        D:-ATO
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question15:-Who is responsible for regular diesel decantation?
        A:-ASK
        B:-DE
        C:-C.I.
        D:-HVS
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question16:-The display board should be exhibited, how much time prior the scheduled departure?
        A:-15 min
        B:-5 min
        C:-10 min
        D:-25 min
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question17:-Till what age the ticket is exempted for children
        A:-7 years
        B:-5 years



        C:-10 years
        D:-3 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question18:-What is the speed limit at the bus station?
        A:-3 k
        B:-5 km
        C:-8 km
        D:-6 km
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question19:-Non-employee pass can be given under?
        A:-Form No465
        B:-Form No246
        C:-Form no247
        D:-Form No249
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question20:-During the time of trip, what cannot be kept in the rack box
        A:-Cash Bag
        B:-ETM
        C:-Ticket Rack
        D:-Stay Bag
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question21:-What needs to be accurately recorded in the waybill while finishing the duty?
        A:-Status report
        B:-Measurement of diesel
        C:-Kilometer Bata
        D:-Count of the travelers
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question22:-Which section Is responsible for the maintenance of “Advance Register’'?
        A:-Cash
        B:-Bill
        C:-Audit
        D:-Accounts
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question23:-What is the speed limit of heavy vehicles within in the city?
        A:-50 km
        B:-60 km
        C:-35 km
        D:-15 km
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question24:-Which scale system is eligible for “Through Out system pass” (Red Pass)?
        A:-Scale-10
        B:-Scale-9
        C:-Scale-12
        D:-Scale-8
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question25:-The minimum charge for luggage?
        A:-Rs.8
        B:-Rs. 10
        C:-Rs. 15
        D:-the minimum charge of respective service
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question26:-Where should to despatch those store items which are not in use more than 6 months?
        A:-AWM
        B:-Chief Store
        C:-Zonal office
        D:-Regional Store
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question27:-Store unit of KSRTC depot Is under direct control of__________.
        A:-Unit Officer
        B:-Depot Engineer
        C:-Administrative Officer
        D:-Inspector In charge
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question28:-In the absence of shunting driver, who can be temporarily deputed?
        A:-Vehicle Supervisor
        B:-Mechanics
        C:-Driver
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question29:-Occurrence register should be kept in the ________________.
        A:-S/M Office
        B:-HVS Office
        C:-Traffic Sn
        D:-T & C
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question30:-Who was exempted from wearing the uniform?
        A:-Store Assistant
        B:-Peon
        C:-General C.l
        D:-Guard
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question31:-How much amount can be levied as penalty from a ticketless traveler?
        A:-Rs. 500
        B:-Rs. 100
        C:-Rs. 300
        D:-Rs. 200
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question32:-On what basis line duty inspectors are deputed for the job?
        A:-Code
        B:-Gap
        C:-Spell
        D:-Seniority
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question33:-Who is responsible to display the exhibiliary board on behind of the bus?
        A:-Driver
        B:-Conductor
        C:-V/S
        D:-S/M
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question34:-Which one of the following Is allowed to carry in a traveler bus?
        A:-Newspaper
        B:-Kerosene
        C:-Banned drugs
        D:-Elephant tusk



        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question35:-A person can avail free pass who is accompanying an EX MLA whose age should be above __________.
        A:-50
        B:-60
        C:-70
        D:-80
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question36:-The luggage charges of Garuda/Volvo are
        A:-Half of the passenger charge
        B:-Passenger charge
        C:-Double of passenger charge
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question37:-Apart from the store, who is the custodian of other room keys which are closed after office hours?
        A:-Controlling Inspector
        B:-ASK
        C:-Security
        D:-HVS
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question38:-How much percentage is the role of driver in obtaining the fuel?
        A:-50%
        B:-60%
        C:-70%
        D:-30%
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question39:-How many members can travel under one family pass?
        A:-3
        B:-4
        C:-5
        D:-6
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question40:-What is the dead line to finish the subsidiary register on monthly basis?
        A:-5
        B:-7
        C:-10
        D:-3
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question41:-New Bin card In store unit to be opened in which month?
        A:-April 1
        B:-January 1
        C:-June 1
        D:-March 1
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question42:-A driver has to report ____________before the commencement of his duty.
        A:-15 min
        B:-30 min
        C:-20 min
        D:-10 min
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question43:-How much luggage can be allowed for a person who has availed half ticket?
        A:-5
        B:-8
        C:-6
        D:-10
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question44:-How much item has to be spot checked by the ASK on a daily basis?
        A:-10
        B:-15
        C:-20
        D:-12
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question45:-Under the concept of 'MSM’ in safety driving, what does “S” stands for
        A:-Side
        B:-Signal
        C:-Speed
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question46:-Newly appointed inspectors should perform line duty for a period of ___________ will be posted to squad unit.
        A:-1 year
        B:-1 month
        C:-6 month
        D:-3 month
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question47:-When a superclass bus coming behind an ordinary bus, the driver of respective ordinary bus can
        A:-Give way to the bus by keeping the side
        B:-Stop the bus
        C:-Increase the speed
        D:-don’t bother about it
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question48:-Safe delivery of the postal mail bag is the duty of ____________.
        A:-Driver
        B:-Conductor
        C:-Postal peon
        D:-Sergeant
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question49:-'Depending on the need and usage who will give local order to purchase fuel to IOC/HPI?
        A:-Chargeman
        B:-Superintendent
        C:-Sergeant
        D:-ASK
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question50:-The expansion of VOR in VOR indent Is
        A:-Vehicle off road
        B:-Vehicle order register
        C:-Vehicle on road
        D:-none of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question51:-The maximum number of arrival Inspection per duty is limited to
        A:-3
        B:-2
        C:-4
        D:-No such limit
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question52:-According to the chief office order who has the responsibility to prepare the feasibility report of new service schedule?



        A:-Traffic Assistant
        B:-General Controlling Inspector
        C:-Superintendent General
        D:-Station Master
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question53:-The most important record with the driver on duty is __________.
        A:-Bus warrant
        B:-KMPL register
        C:-Log Sheet
        D:-Control Sheet
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question54:-‘SIR’ is related to which of the following categories?
        A:-Mechanics
        B:-Security
        C:-Line Inspector
        D:-Computer Assistant
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question55:-Who is the sole authority to decide whether pets or animal to be taken as luggage?
        A:-Conductor
        B:-Driver
        C:-Inspector
        D:-Station Master
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question56:-Monthly indents for the next month should be submitted by the ASK before which day of each month?
        A:-15th
        B:-25th
        C:-30th
        D:-10th
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question57:-Which of the following register is maintained in T&C section?
        A:-KMPL
        B:-BD
        C:-Indent
        D:-Withdrawn tickets register
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question58:-After the completion of a duty who will check the ETM collection and verifies it?
        A:-Station Master
        B:-HVS
        C:-Cash Supdt.
        D:-Inspector
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question59:-LPR Stands for
        A:-Local purchase register
        B:-Local payable register
        C:-Local profit register
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question60:-An employee with a minimum service of __________ year is eligible for a family pass.
        A:-1
        B:-3
        C:-5
        D:-2
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question61:-An inspector should inspect a minimum of __________ buses per day.
        A:-10
        B:-15
        C:-13
        D:-12
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question62:-Cheques issued to a third person is generally entered in?
        A:-Valuable register
        B:-Scroll book
        C:-Subsidiary register 
        D:-Cheque forwarding register
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question63:-How many times an inspector is permitted to take a gap of 45 minutes during his duty?
        A:-2
        B:-1
        C:-3
        D:-Not allowed
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question64:-Who is the authority to check whether the securities are doing their job or not?
        A:-General Controlling
        B:-Depot Engineer
        C:-Head Vehicle Supervisor
        D:-Traffic Controlling
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question65:-Conductor is not supposed to take _____________ from the ETM.
        A:-Total collection details
        B:-Fare stage details
        C:-Status report
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question66:-Which of the following does not belong to under recommended grade?
        A:-Engine Oil
        B:-Gear Oil
        C:-Steering Oil
        D:-Diesel
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question67:-Vehicle on service if a stage carriage is crowded and in order to issue tickets to Passengers before the next fare stage, the driver can help the conductor by?
        A:-Stop the bus and park at the side of the road
        B:-Do not stop the bus at the next stop
        C:-Driver can help the conductor in issuing the tickets
        D:-The driver should carry out the service in such a way that the conductor can issue tickets to passengers before entering the next from stage
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question68:-Which of the following registers should be checked by a ticket & cash supdt. On a daily basis?
        A:-Bill book
        B:-Staff register
        C:-ETM issue register
        D:-Invoice register
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question69:-How turbo charged buses should be used?
        A:-Check
        B:-Idle



        C:-Care
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question70:-Accident reports of the buses Involving in accident should be submitted to unit officer within ____________ hours after the buses are released from the authorities.
        A:-1 hrs
        B:-24 hrs
        C:-8 hrs
        D:-48 hrs
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question71:-Which of the following does not belong to the group?
        A:-Identification
        B:-Position
        C:-Decision
        D:-Execution
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question72:-Duty can be surrendered only under the recommendation of
        A:-Station Master/Controlling inspector
        B:-Cash Supdt.
        C:-Charge man
        D:-Depot Engineer
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question73:-The colour of a blind pass is
        A:-Green
        B:-Black
        C:-Red
        D:-Yellow
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question74:-Identify the driving habits that lead to high fuel consumption
        A:-Over speed
        B:-Changing gears without using clutch
        C:-Careless driving
        D:-All of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question75:-Who should directly verify the attendance statement before the preparation of a salary bill?
        A:-Audit Supdt.
        B:-Estt: Supdt.
        C:-Cash Supdt.
        D:-General Section Supdt.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question76:-After the completion of duty, driver has to handover the key of diesel tank to
        A:-Vehicle Supervisor
        B:-Station Master
        C:-Charge man
        D:-Controlling Inspector
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question77:-In and Out of vehicles are maintained in which register
        A:-Vehicle movement register
        B:-Vehicle oft road register
        C:-Gate pass
        D:-Log Sheet
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question78:-Performance of every vehicle should be assessed by
        A:-Cleaning   
        B:-Maintenance
        C:-Condition
        D:-Verification
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question79:-Who should maintain the continuity of the waybill?
        A:-T & C Supdt.
        B:-Attendance Supdt.
        C:-Bill Sn Asst.
        D:-GL Sn Supdt.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question80:-Every inspector is advised to perform line duty between ___________ hrs to __________ hrs once in a week.
        A:-20 to 21 hrs
        B:-24 to 01 hrs
        C:-22 to 23 hrs
        D:-23 to 24 hrs
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question81:-____________ should be written when a driver found that the bus is not road worthy while it is taken or return to garriage.
        A:-Report Book
        B:-Log sheet
        C:-Way bill
        D:-Damage register
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question82:-Employees of the transport corporation are allowed to carry free luggage that does not exceeds ____________ kilogram.
        A:-15 kg
        B:-10 kg
        C:-30 kg
        D:-15 kg
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question83:-Bad driving habits of mechanics and other person who is authorized to drive vehicles resulting the excess fuel consumption is to be checked by _______________.
        A:-Vehicle Supervisor
        B:-Controlling Inspector
        C:-Shunting Driver
        D:-Depot Engineer
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question84:-What is recorded in CA60?
        A:-Number of waybill
        B:-Details that are written in scroll book
        C:-Cash details that are in custody of accountant
        D:-Details of voucher in cash counter
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question85:-During ticket inspection if the witness of a malpractice is a non-gazette officer checking inspector can demand a __________ from the officer.
        A:-Statement
        B:-Affidavit
        C:-Note
        D:-SIR
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question86:-Which of the following categories of buses are not allowed as stage carriages for passengers?
        A:-Dead Service
        B:-RID vehicles
        C:-Vans
        D:-All of the above



        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question87:-Conductor is not permitted to count _________while on duty (before the duty Is finished).
        A:-Number of passengers
        B:-Coins
        C:-Collection
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question88:-For good KMPL results, the optimum speed limit is
        A:-60-70 km
        B:-50-60 km
        C:-45-55 km
        D:-35-45 km
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question89:-Who is the authority to co-ordinate the break down works under the jurisdiction of a depot?
        A:-Depot Engineer
        B:-Assistant Depot Engineer
        C:-Vehicle Supervisor
        D:-General Controlling
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question90:-In the absence of HVS who can be given the charge?
        A:-Driver
        B:-V/S
        C:-C.I.
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question91:-Allocation of buses in correct time for schedule operation is the duty of _________.
        A:-Controlling Inspector (GL)
        B:-Controlling Inspector (TR)
        C:-HVS
        D:-ADE/CM
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question92:-Duty time of an inspector is ___________ hrs.
        A:-8 hrs
        B:-10 hrs
        C:-12 hrs
        D:-24 hrs
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question93:-The maximum permissible speed of a bus is ____________.
        A:-50 km
        B:-60 km
        C:-70 km
        D:-80 km
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question94:-Appraisal of wrong driving habits of drivers and corrective measures to be recommended by __________.
        A:-ADE/CM
        B:-Controlling Inspector
        C:-Surprise Squad I.C.
        D:-Conductor
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question95:-Who should maintain the daily collection statement in a depot as per schedule?
        A:-RTA Inspector
        B:-Vigilance Inspector
        C:-Traffic controlling Inspector
        D:-Line duty Inspector
        Correct Answer:- Option-C

Question96:-Who is the authority to admit a driver for service operation, who committed fatel accident?
        A:-General controlling
        B:-Unit officer
        C:-Administrative officer
        D:-Depot Engineer
        Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question97:-Who is the custodian and maintenance of break down analysis register?
        A:-Tyre Inspector
        B:-Blacksmith
        C:-Pump Operator
        D:-ADE/CM
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question98:-If the mechanics is not attending the break down with in a reasonable time the crew should ________.
        A:-Inform to ATO
        B:-Inform to DE
        C:-Inform to other depot
        D:-Call the same depot again and remember the matter
        Correct Answer:- Option-D

Question99:-Who is the authority to coordinate all the categories for service operation?
        A:-Operating Centre General Controlling
        B:-Traffic Controlling Inspector
        C:-Assistant sergeant Inspector
        D:-Surprise Squad I.C.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question100:-What should a driver has to do, when he found out a lost property of a passenger?
        A:-Hand over to station master
        B:-Close It in counter
        C:-Hand over to V/S
        D:-Handover to conductor
        Correct Answer:- Option-D


